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I‘ve been professionally building and managing websites and 
doing SEO for more than 24 years. I specialize in…

• Organic, Technical SEO

• News/Media Industry SEO

• Audits (Forensic/Competitive/Search)

• Speaking & Training



Before we look at 
auditing and analytics
tools…

Let’s make sure you’re tracking and collecting data…



Make sure 
YOU OWN 

THE ACCOUNTS

 Not your agency

 Not your developer

 Not your SEO guy

 YOU



Make sure 
everything is 

actually
connected and 

tracking

 Is your site verified in Google Analytics?

 Is the tracking tag on EVERY page in your site?

 Is the tracking tag on every page ONLY ONCE?

 Is your site verified in Google Search Console?

 Is GSC connected to your Google Analytics account? 

What about AdSense? Other Google products?

 Go verify your site in Bing Webmaster Tools, too.

 It won’t connect into GA, but it has useful insights.







Make sure 
you’re 
looking at 
the right data 
set

 Sometimes there are multiple GA accounts 

set up – make sure you know which 

account number you’re SUPPOSED to be 

looking at.

 Sometimes there are multiple filters

applied within GA; again, make sure you 

are looking at the right one.

 The right one is usually the one with the 

most data allowed (not overly isolated) BUT 

filters out/excludes your internal or 

developers’ IP addresses.



Auditing and 
Analytics Tools to Use



The Toolkit
Analytics (Usually Google Analytics, but Adobe/Omniture or whatever 

you have)

Reporting Tools/Suite 

(Raven, SEMRush, SearchMetrics, BrightEdge, Conductor, etc)

Backlink checking/analysis (Majestic or similar)

Crawling/auditing (Screaming Frog, SiteBulb, DeepCrawl, Botify, etc)



The Toolkit

Speed Tests (multiple) – GTMetrix www.gtmetrix.com

Google Page Speed Insights -

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/

Use View Source 

Your Brain

http://www.gtmetrix.com/
https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/


Okay, we’re sure we’re 
COLLECTING data… 
what do we DO with it?



How do we 
assess the 

health of our 
websites?

 Proactive assessments:

 Analytics reports

 Google Webmaster Tools

 Rank checking

 Periodic (quarterly?) audits

 Reactive assessments (when there’s a fire):

 Strategic, deep dive into analytics

 Technical audit



Look for 
abnormal

spikes or drops

 Traffic/Visits/Time on Site/General Engagement

 Look at a long-range view.

 If a seasonal business, always pull a YOY report.

 Rank Checking

 Tracked: Any huge drops? Anything gone? New 

pages rankings?

 Not Tracked: Anything ranking that surprises 

you? Ranked keyword phrases that you didn’t 

expect?



Short Range 
(MTD)



Unexplained Spike





Check 
Google

Do a “site:yoursite.com”

 See anything that should not be there?

 Do you NOT see things you should see?

 See anything weird or strange?

 Code in the descriptions

 Description blocked by robots.txt

 Etc.



In the “site:”



Low Hanging 
Fruit

 Check Google Webmaster Tools.

 Any warnings or errors?

 Any sitemap issues?

 Any penalties?

 Abnormal dips or spikes in clicks or impressions?

 Are you getting any traffic from Discover?

 Is your Schema validating?



Learning from the 
data and adjusting



Interest Reports

 Tells us what other kinds of things Google 

knows our readers spend their time doing or 

have shown interest in.

 Find ways to integrate or relate our 

products/services to readers other interests in 

relevant ways.

 Or, we might find that the people consuming our 

content aren’t really the people we were hoping 

to attract, so we adjust our content to try to 

broaden or shift our audience (i.e. we need job 

seekers, not professional headhunters)



Page we 
promoted 

getting traffic; 
Time on site is 
low and only 1 

page per session

 Something might be wrong with the page 

(technically)

 Is it loading correctly? Loading fast? Broken 

images? Broken video?

 Does the promotion promise something the 

content doesn’t deliver? If yes, adjust!

 Does the content deliver but there’s no call to 

action or CTA is not performing?

 Are there other content teasers to entice to 

reader to move around the site?



You need to collect visitor and usage data all the time and collecting it 
correctly if you plan to use it to make decisions.

Good data == Good decisions!

Frequently revisiting the information in your analytics is essential to keeping 
your marketing plans on track. Adjust your plans as needed (per the data) 
because things rarely work out in real life the way they do on paper.

Every website has thousands of “levers” you can pull or adjust for marketing 
and outreach. The skill is to determine what specific thing you want to 
accomplish, make sure it is a thing that can be tracked, and then chase *that 
thing*. The reporting will be there to let you know if you’re on the right track.
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